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If WNO made you cry last night …

J
ulia Roberts could have been
attending an awards ceremony
wearing that red dress in the film
Pretty Woman – instead Richard Gere

took her to her very first opera, where she
was soon reaching for the tissues.

You probably don’t have Hollywood-
sized budgets to attract audiences
(Welsh National Opera (WNO) certainly
doesn’t) but we’re fast learning that the
simplest message, delivered with the
biggest impact, doesn’t need to come
with a huge price tag.

Opera is complex to sell. There are so
many barriers and reasons not to go, so
many messages to convey. If we’re not
careful we can get very copy-heavy.
WNO recently produced a piece of
print that reduced our offer to its most
fundamental elements, cost less than a
regular brochure – and worked.

WNO sells 80% of its tickets through
direct mail so our brief was to create a
mailing with real impact, capitalising on
the emotional experience of attending
WNO. Very simply, we mailed a pack of
ten WNO branded tissues in the first-
class post to each booker, door-
stepping the morning after they’d
attended WNO’s La Bohème (one of
the weepiest in the repertoire). 

The slogan ‘If WNO made you cry
last night . . . ’,  printed on each tissue,
showed through the clear packet and
was the first thing they saw when the
packet dropped through their
letterbox. Once opened, the tissues
revealed details of Madam Butterfly
and Carmen – our next two highly

charged, emotional productions.
WNO must retain existing audience

members and attract new audiences, as
well as re-igniting the passion of lapsed
customers. How ‘lapsed’ is defined is
interesting for us when 60% of WNO’s
audience attends just once every three
years. Underpinning WNO’s mission
and central to our marketing strategy is
to increase loyalty and drive up
frequency of visits in order to reach an
annual box office target of £3,000,000.

WNO’s La Bohème is very accessible –
an ideal entry-level opera. We had
successfully attracted high levels of new
and lapsed bookers to performances
through traditional direct mail. According
to box office data, 58% of Birmingham
and 35% of Southampton audiences
were completely new to WNO and in
Swansea, 57% had not attended WNO in
three years. We fought hard to reach
these audiences, therefore it was critical
that, once won, they were retained and
moved up the loyalty ladder.

In purchasing opera tickets people
are buying an emotional experience, an
escape, a spectacle. They are allowing
WNO to transport them to another
world. We wanted to exploit the power
of such a recent emotional memory, to
re-engage them immediately, capturing
their imagination and making them
want to book their next WNO
experience now.

We were confident of the high
quality, powerful, positive, emotional
experience offered by La Bohème. We
have found that those new to opera

have their expectations so far
exceeded that they become
evangelical in the period immediately
after this first experience.

It’s not an exaggeration to say most
of the audience for La Bohème was
moved to tears by its final moments, so
tissues were the perfect vehicle for this
message. They focused on the
emotional experience rather than
anything more difficult, complex or
intellectual. They served to prolong the
time audiences reflected on their
evening with WNO, to remind them
how moved they were the previous
night, and how they could be moved
by WNO again soon.

Ticket sales for Madam Butterfly and
Carmen rose sharply as a result of this
campaign – in most instances doubling
and with sales for one performance
actually trebling.

Tissues were mailed first-class to hit
the following day but still the unit
cost for producing and tissue mailing
was just 78p. A typical WNO second-
class brochure mailing cost (print,
postage, execution) is 95p, so this
compared favourably.

Not expecting communication so
soon and with its surprising execution,
this further enhanced recipients’
perception of WNO’s brand and
generated word of mouth – we
received calls, e-mails and letters of
appreciation – as well as media
coverage. On stage, WNO demands
high performance standards in order to
retain and sustain its world-class

Jo Taylor found that getting to the heart of the matter with the
simplest message won audiences and awards

Ticket sales for Madam Butterfly and Carmen rose sharply as a result of this

campaign – in most instances doubling and with sales for one performance

actually trebling.
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reputation – for which it frequently
wins awards. WNO’s marketing team –
despite working in a pressured
environment without huge budgets to
achieve challenging box office targets
– wanted to maximise our competitive
advantage and ensure our marketing
material was as exemplary as the
artistic product. 

It was the icing on the cake when
we attended a glamorous Direct
Institute of Marketing awards

ceremony. We were by far the
smallest organisation present and,
surrounded by expensive agencies,
ours was the only in-house campaign.
We won twice – in the categories of
Innovation and Creativity. These were
awarded because the campaign
achieved its objectives with a great
rate of return – but also because it
stood out as a creative and
imaginative solution to a critical
communications challenge. 
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